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Abstract: Previous reports of ultrafast laser welding of glass-to-glass have indicated that a pre-existing optical contact (or very close to) between the parts to be joined is essential. In this paper, the capability of picosecond laser welding to bridge micron-scale gaps is investigated, and successful welding, without cracking, of two glasses with a pre-existing gap of 3 µm is demonstrated. It is shown that the maximum gap that can be welded is not significantly affected by welding speeds, but is strongly dependent on the laser power and focal position relative to the interface between the materials. Five distinct types of material modification were observed over a range of different powers and surface separations, and a mechanism is proposed to explain the observations.
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1. Introduction

Ultrafast laser welding has received significant attention due to its highly localized heating [1–3], coupled with the ability to join optically transparent materials. The manufacture of integrated optical, mechanical and electronic devices often require the joining of glass to glass, or glass to a dissimilar material, whilst maintaining the glass surface conditions and optical properties [4,5]. Current techniques rely on adhesives or interlayers which can suffer from issues such as creep, out-gassing or aging [6,7]. In order to join two transparent materials with conventional laser welding, an optically-absorbing intermediate layer is required [1]. This layer is not necessary with ultrafast laser welding, since it is enabled by the nonlinear absorption of the laser radiation due to high peak power of the laser pulses. By bringing two material surfaces into close contact and focusing the ultrafast laser pulses at the interface, a highly localized melt zone (typically 50–200 µm across a weld seam) can be induced, which then solidifies to form a strong bond, permanently welding the two materials together. The highly localized nature of the nonlinear absorption means that welds can be created whilst avoiding excessive heating of the surrounding material – important for joining materials with significantly different thermal expansion coefficients [1,8].

Ultrafast pulses from picosecond and femtosecond lasers, with high peak power and high repetition rates, have been used for glass welding since the work of Tamaki et al [9] in 2005. For ultrafast laser bonding to work, the peak intensity of the focused laser beam must be sufficiently high to generate free electrons in the focal volume through nonlinear absorption processes (either multi-photon or tunneling). These free electrons then act as seed electrons for single photon absorption (Joule heating), avalanche ionization, and plasma formation. Ideally, the laser must also exhibit a sufficiently high pulse repetition rate (100’s of kHz) for heat to accumulate in the weld region. This heat accumulation results in more efficient energy absorption, through phonon assisted absorption, and increases the physical size of the melt volume, known as the heat affected zone (HAZ). The size of the HAZ, and hence the cross-sectional area of the resultant weld, depends on the parameters used, such as sample translation speed, laser power and pulse repetition frequency. Although ultrafast laser welding is highly localized in nature, stress may accumulate around the weld seams, and excessive residual stress may crack the sample [10,11], particularly when welding a large continuous area or with two materials of different thermal expansions. An appropriate laser illumination strategy is therefore required to reduce the stress accumulation.

A particular issue with ultrafast laser welding is an assumed requirement for close contact between the surfaces to be joined. Previous reports on ultrafast laser welding have identified a requirement for the gap to be ~100-500 nm [1,11–13], in order to avoid cracking or ablation at the interface. Such close contact can be obtained by pressing two flat, smooth and clean surfaces together, and exploiting the van der Waals force to create an optical contact [12,14]. However, it is difficult to obtain optical contact across a large area (several hundred square millimeters or bigger), even with highly polished surfaces and rigorous cleaning processes. Furthermore, the requirement for flat parallel plates is not always compatible with the geometry and shapes of some micro-optical systems, in particular recessed surfaces that are not easy to clean or polish. In this paper, we have therefore concentrated on understanding the impact of the surface separation on the ultrafast laser welding process itself and using this
knowledge to determine laser parameters and approaches capable of welding surfaces separated by a few microns. This will greatly expand the real-world applications of ultrafast laser welding. Samples with controlled gaps were prepared to enable investigation of the relationship between the pre-existing gap with laser power, process speed, and focal position when achieving a successful weld.

2. Experimental setup

Our experiments were performed using a Trumpf TruMicro 5 × 50 laser, that emits 5.9 ps pulses of 1030 nm light at a with repetition rate of 400 kHz. The laser beam was focused by a 10 mm aspheric lens (Thorlabs, AL1210-B, NA = 0.54), resulting in a ~1.3 µm diameter spot at the focal point. Two types of sample structure were used to provide controlled and measureable gaps: (i) an optic with a gently curving surface (long focal length cylindrical lens) was used together with a flat glass wafer [Fig. 1] and (ii) a series of grooves were accurately etched into the surface of a flat glass wafer, which was then welded to another planar glass wafer [Fig. 2].

With setup (i), the cylindrical lens used was a Thorlabs, N-BK7 Plano-Convex Cylindrical Lens, 1000 mm focal length, and the glass wafer was Schott, BOROFLOAT 33. Both the wafer and cylindrical lens were cleaned with acetone and methanol and pressed together with a clamp, as shown in the schematic in Fig. 1. This resulted in a thin optical contact line (A, perpendicular to the plane shown), with interference fringes either side of the optical contact area. To generate the welds, the laser beam was scanned across this optical contact line. During this process, the laser spot first encounters a large gap between the materials, which decreases in size to a minimum, before expanding again. Subsequent weld lines were then created in parallel with the first, using a range of pulse energies (2.45–4.43 µJ, steps of 0.245 µJ) and scan speeds (0.6–3 mm s⁻¹, steps of 0.4 mm s⁻¹).

![Fig. 1. Schematic of cylindrical lens setup used for the gap welding experiments.](image-url)

Provided that the radius of the cylindrical lens is sufficiently large in comparison to the weld length (AD), the gap (AB) at any point (D), can be easily calculated by measuring the distance (AD) away from the line of optical contact with a geometrical relation [Eq. (1)]:

\[
AB = \frac{BC^2}{2R - AB} = \frac{AD^2}{2R}
\]

Two potential issues with this method is that (a) the glass wafer will bend slightly in the clamp, and (b) previous welding seams may pull (or push) the two surfaces closer together (or further apart), hence the gap distance calculation is subject to some error. Due to these uncertainties, experiments involving varying the focal position of the laser were not attempted with this setup.
Setup (ii) provided a more reliable and repeatable way of generating discrete controlled gaps between the two surfaces to be welded. Reactive-ion etching was used to create a series of grooves on a fused silica wafer with depths of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 µm (with depth accuracy ± 5%) and a width of 1 mm. The etched and cleaned surface was then clamped against a second fused silica wafer, providing optical contact at all points apart from the etched grooves [Fig. 2]. To create a weld, the laser beam was scanned perpendicular to the grooves. In this arrangement the weld begins and ends in a region of optical contact. Repeated parallel scans with different pulse energies (10.10 to 21.33 µJ, in steps of 0.28 µJ), as well as different focal positions (from −21.2 to −172.7 µm in steps of −2.97 µm, Note: zero is defined as the lower surface of the top glass wafer, and a negative focal position is below this interface). All experiments were carried out with constant laser spot scanning speed of 2 mm s^{-1}. In this experiment we used fused silica rather than borosilicate, however from our previous work [15] we expect the results to be comparable to borosilicate, although with a slightly higher pulse energy required for successful welding.

![Schematic of cross-section of planar substrate arrangement. The fused silica wafers are 1 mm thickness, with etched grooves depths of 1.0 µm, 2.0 µm, 3.0 µm, 4.0 µm and 5.0 µm, widths of 1 mm and separations of 2 mm.](image)

3. Results

The results obtained using setup (i) are presented in Fig. 3. To investigate the effect of laser spot translation speed, welds were attempted using a constant pulse energy of 2.95 µJ. As shown in Fig. 3(a), it can be seen that successfully welded seams are strongly differentiated from un-welded (ablated) regions. It can also be seen that the weld lines become thinner as the laser spot scan speed is increased. Over the parameter range investigated, however, we observed no obvious trend linking scan speed with the gap that could be successfully welded. This observation is interesting, given that the exposure energy line densities used in this experiment ranged over 5 times, from 1.97 J mm\(^{-1}\) to 0.39 J mm\(^{-1}\) although the spot to spot overlap remains extremely high.
Fig. 3. Welds of flat borosilicate glass (1 mm thickness) to N-BK7 cylindrical lens with different parameters. Each parameter consists of a set of 5 welding lines (100 µm separation) of identical welding parameters. A) 7 sets of welding lines (250 µm separation) with a pulse energy of 2.95 µJ, and different scanning speeds (left-to-right: 0.6, 1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2, 2.6 and 3.0 mm s\(^{-1}\)). B) 9 sets of welding lines (250 µm separation) with the same scanning speed of 1 mm s\(^{-1}\), and different pulse energy (left-to-right 2.45, 2.70, 2.95, 3.20, 3.45, 3.70, 3.93, 4.18 and 4.43 µJ). The focal position of the laser is 72.7 µm below the bottom surface of the flat glass wafer. In both images, the red arrows indicate the direction of the laser translation.

Fig. 4. Comparison of start-gaps and end-gaps for different incident average powers used in Fig. 3(b). Linear fits indicate that end gaps are roughly twice as large as start gaps.

To investigate the effect of laser power on the gap size that could be bridged, a constant scan speed of 1 mm s\(^{-1}\) was used, but the pulse energy was varied from 2.45 µJ to 4.43 µJ, in steps of 0.245 µJ. As can be seen in Fig. 3(b), we observed that higher pulse energy enabled successful welds across larger gaps, as might be expected, although we also observed that too...
High an average power also induces cracking in the sample. Interestingly, from Fig. 3(b), there appears to be a difference in the size of the gap that can be bridged either side of optical contact in that a larger gap can be bridged if the welding process has already begun. For clarity, we will refer to the size of gap at the point that the weld is initiated as the “start gap,” and the size of the gap at the point that the weld fails as the “end gap.” Figure 4 presents a comparison of start gaps and end gaps calculated from Eq. (1) using the data obtained from Fig. 3(b). As can be seen in Fig. 4, “end gaps” are roughly twice as large as “start gaps” for the same welding parameters. Interference fringes can be clearly observed across the sample, which provide a measure of the gap at any particular point from which the gap calculations could be verified. These fringes are distorted between weld seams, indicating that the welds themselves have locally altered the gap between the two glass materials, i.e. pulled the glass together or distorted the interface. This effect, combined with the bending in the glass slide, result in an uncertainty in the absolute values presented in Fig. 4. The error bars in Fig. 4 are based on the standard deviation of the observed results.

The etched groove experiment (setup (ii)) provides a more precisely controlled, albeit discretized, measurement of the gap before welding. It was found that the results obtained could be broadly characterized into one of four states: plasma ablation, HAZ ablation, intermittently welded and continuously welded, as illustrated in the inset in Fig. 5, which was achieved using a 2 µm gap. Each set of parameters was characterized through a combination of examining the top down weld structure [Figs. 5(a)-5(d)] and by examining the cross-section. The plasma ablation region appears as a thin clean line, Fig. 5(a); HAZ ablation is indicated by a line with material redeposited either side of the ablation line, Fig. 5(b); For our purposes, we classified intermittently welded as being a mixture of HAZ ablation and weld beads with at least 25% of the weld line consisting of beads, Fig. 5(c); For almost all cases of continuously welded the weld line becomes thinner and less homogeneous in the gap region, Fig. 5(d). This is likely a combination of distortion to the focal spot caused by the gap and the somewhat rougher etched surface. In most cases there is evidence of a protrusion as the laser first enters the gap. This is most striking in the continuously welded example [Fig. 5(d)] where the weld seam maintains almost its full cross-section for the first ~100 µm. This effect does not occur as the laser moves from gap to optical contact at the bottom of the etched region [Fig. 5(d)].

The classifications outlined above are used in the main part of Fig. 5 to define a parameter map for these four states as a function of groove (gap) depth and average power at a fixed focal position of −72.7 µm and laser spot scanning speed of 2 mm s⁻¹. It should be noted that although the gaps tested are 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 µm, the pulse energies tested are at 0.28 µJ increments giving a total of 41 individual tests per gap size, only those points on the boundaries between classifications have been plotted. Determining the exact boundary between the states is challenging in some cases, particularly with the intermittently welded case, error bars are therefore provided.
Fig. 5. Parameter map illustrating the classification of weld results with varying gap distance and average laser power. Plotted points indicate changes between the different process classifications with a resolution of 1.0 µm in depth and 0.28 µJ in pulse energy. The blue dashed line indicates the average power used in Fig. 6. The inset shows different welding patterns of (a) Plasma ablation, (b) HAZ ablation, (c) Intermittently welded and (d) Continuously welded. The cross-sections of these example welds are shown in Fig. 9. The red stars indicate the position of these results.

The results here agree with the cylindrical lens welding experiment: that increased power allows a larger gap to be successfully bridged, with an almost linear relationship. For a particular gap size the welds cycle through all four states which is expected. By increasing the average laser power, an intermittently welded or even HAZ ablation can become a continuously welded region, but at some point material cracking due to excessive pulse energy will become an issue. It is worth noting that cracking was not observed in any of the etched groove experiments and hence tests with higher average powers are feasible.
Figure 6 shows a parameter map as a function of groove (gap) depth and focal position with a fixed pulse energy of 18.23 µJ and speed of 2 mm s⁻¹. As the focal position is moved further from the interface a fifth state appears: HAZ under the interface. This occurs when the HAZ forms far below the interface and the plasma/melt is insufficient to reach the gap area and fill it. There was no observation of the “plasma ablation” state for this experiment.

The graph demonstrates that the ability to weld across a gap changes dramatically with focal depth. From Fig. 6, the graph could be classified as 3 types of welding mechanisms as the focal position changes: welding from above the interface (−21.2 µm to −55 µm), welding from below the interface (−55 µm to −120 µm) and the HAZ fully below the interface (−120 µm to −172.7 µm). Again each set of parameters was characterized through a combination of examining the top down weld structure and examining the cross-section. Generally speaking, the different welding mechanisms depend on whether the main laser absorption position is in the upper sample or in the lower sample (which will be discussed in detail in part 4). It should be remembered that Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show two dimensional slices from the three dimensional space of power, focal depth and gap width. From Fig. 5 it is clear that the intermittently welded region and HAZ ablation region in Fig. 6 can, potentially, be changed to continuously welded and intermittently welded if the average laser power is increased. A combined analysis of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 provides suitable parameters to be used for successful welding.
4. Discussion

Two immediate conclusions can be made from the experiments we have conducted. First, a larger gap can be welded once the weld process has started, as illustrated in Fig. 4 and as is visible in Fig. 5(d). Secondly, in a non-intuitive and non-trivial manner, the position of the laser focus relative to the gap has a significant influence on the gap could be bridged. To explain the absorption mechanism, it is necessary to examine at the cross-section of a typical weld formation [Fig. 7] and the evolution of this formation over time. An experiment was thus carried out varying the number of incident pulses, at 21.25 µJ, (repetition remained 400 kHz with the beam translated at 2 mm s⁻¹) focused inside a thicker sample of fused silica, the results of which are presented in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Diagram of welding formation between two surfaces (the insert welding figure: fused silica and fused silica, 18.29 µJ, 2 mm s⁻¹ with a 2 µm gap).
In Figs. 7 and 8 it is possible to see the effects of the various stages of absorption as the process develops. The first pulses are initially absorbed at and around the geometric focus, through a nonlinear absorption process. These initial pulses provide, in this case, no permanent modification to the glass [Fig. 8 (< 280 pulses)] but the temperature of the material in and around the geometric focus increases. This leads to phonon assisted absorption creating a micro-plasma with a very limited melt region surrounding it [Fig. 7(point 1)]. NB due to spherical aberration resulting from focusing through the top surface of the glass, this focus is elongated. Subsequent pulses are more readily absorbed and the absorption region moves incrementally closer to the source rapidly expanding the plasma affected region along the laser beam axis in a filament [Fig. 7(point 2), Fig. 8 (280 pulses) and 8(480 pulses)].

As the absorption region moves upwards there is eventually sufficient thermal diffusion to form a HAZ and this begins to expand laterally [Fig. 7 (point 3), Fig. 8 (520 pulses)]. This process continues until the absorbing region has moved so far out of focus that absorption drops to an un-sustainable level [Fig. 7 (point 4), Fig. 8 (~2000 pulses)]. At this point the formation terminates and the process begins again at the geometric focus as the laser is translated laterally. During this process material in the plasma affected region mixes and a true weld is formed in this area [15]. Thermal diffusion generates a HAZ but the limited mixing of material is insufficient to form a true weld [Fig. 7 (insert)]. It is known that the HAZ represents the melted glass region [10,13]. Recently it has been shown that even regions outside the melt zone exhibit clear expansion of the order of several hundred nm [16] and possibly as much as 1 µm which has been demonstrated as being of benefit to glass-glass welding [17]. The ability of this formation to bridge a gap between two surfaces is therefore highly dependent on the size of the HAZ (melt zone) has reached as the formation approaches the gap. This is in turn dependent on the welding parameters and particularly on the focal position.

Figure 9 shows the cross-sections of the structures shown in the inset of Fig. 5 and illustrates the impact of varying incident average power (pulse energy) on the evolution of the weld structure. If the laser power is too low then the formation terminates before a HAZ can form [Fig. 9(1)]. This forms a plasma modified region which can, depending on the focal position relative to the gap, be entirely subsurface [Fig. 9(a)] or a thin, clean, ablation of the surface.
Fig. 9. Left: cross-sections of different welding patterns of etched grooves experiments labeled marked points in Fig. 5. A to D: pulse energy used was 10.1, 11.23, 12.9 and 18.8 µJ respectively. Right: illustration of the evolution of the weld structure with varying incident average power. 1) low power without HAZ; a neat plasma modification line in the bottom glass. 2) plasma escapes with ejecting melt creating irregular ablation, 3) plasma generated at both the top and bottom material but neither of them are strong enough to generate a stable bond, 4) melt bridging the gap providing a bridging corridor for the plasma and a continuous weld.

With increased incident laser power [Fig. 9(2)] the combination of plasma and melt creates a large amount of ejecta and an ablation line with significant re-deposition and surface damage [Figs. 5(b) and 9(b)]. With a further increase in power there are sufficient ejecta (plasma and melt) to transmit heat across the gap, essentially by sputtering material onto the opposite surface. This transmitted heat allows the absorption plane to jump the gap without filling it giving rise to ablation from both surfaces [Fig. 9(3)]. If, however, the incident energy is sufficiently strong the melt zone will be well enough developed as it approaches the interface to expand and fill the gap ahead of the plasma [Figs. 9(c) and 9(d), also in Fig. 5]; the approaching laser absorption region pushes a bow wave of melt into the gap which initially narrows the gap and eventually fills it forming a bridge which the plasma region can follow. This explains the ability for an already formed weld to bridge a larger gap than an unformed weld in Fig. 4 and welding protrusion in Fig. 5(d) as the melt can be pushed laterally into the gap ahead of the laser translation.

Fig. 10. Left: cross-sections of different welding patterns of etched grooves experiments labeled marked point in Fig. 6. A-D.: focal position is 24.1 µm, 40.0 µm, 86.5 µm and 107.3 µm respectively. Right: illustration of mechanism of left photo.
Figure 10 illustrates the proposed explanation applied to the 4 types of welding in Fig. 6 with cross sections of different typical areas from Fig. 6 presented in the left of Fig. 10. If the focal position is close to the interface then the absorption plane will quickly jump the gap and the laser energy is mainly absorbed in the upper glass and an upper HAZ is generated. Here the melt expands downward filling the gap from above and forming a join [Fig. 10(1)]. In this experiment a focal position of between $-21.2 \, \mu m$ and $-55 \, \mu m$ therefore results in the upper material absorbing the bulk of the laser energy. With a deeper focal position, HAZ is generated first in the lower region and then jumps the gap to the upper region. This jumping behavior can be seen from the discontinuous structure in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b). For smaller gaps there is sufficient combined melt from either side to fill the gap and hence the gap still could be welded. For larger gaps the combined melt is insufficient fill the gap, as seen in Fig. 10(2), so intermittently welded or even HAZ ablation regions are formed in Fig. 6 (typically for a gap $\geq 3 \, \mu m$). As the focal position is further lowered such that the focal region is entirely below the gap, the HAZ forms only in the lower glass. For a small range of focal depths the melt is sufficiently well formed to bridge the gap from only one side forming a true weld. Hence intermittently welded and continuously welded regions return for deeper focal positions from $-55 \, \mu m$ to around $-120 \, \mu m$. With a further deepening in focal position the plasma and melt are too far from the surface to reach the gap, this generates a HAZ either entirely below the interface or with insufficient melt to bridge the gap as the top of the tear drop HAZ formation ($>-120 \, \mu m$ in Fig. 6).

5. Conclusions

We have carried out welding of two glass parts with a controlled gap, either by using a sample with a curved surface (cylindrical lens) together with a glass wafer, or two wafers, one which has a series of grooves etched into the surface. Results demonstrate the ability of the ultra-short pulsed laser welding process to bridge small gaps. For the cylindrical lens experiment the effect of direction, speed and power were investigated. Power was demonstrated to be critical in determining the weld-able gap while speed, by comparison, appears less critical, at least over the tested range. Most interestingly the experiment demonstrated that the weld-able gap increased, by a factor of two, once the welding process had begun. The etched groove experiment provided a more precise but discretized method to determine the maximum possible weld-able gap. The results for increasing average power (pulse energy) agreed well with the cylindrical lens experiment and also demonstrated the key influence of the focal position for larger gap welding. Here the unexpected result is that focusing close to or within the interface allows for melt to flow “backward” filling the gap with material from the upper glass. As this weld is formed primarily of melt rather than micro-plasma there is likely little intermixing of material and hence a weaker bond rather than a true weld. This result may, however be of interest when attempting to weld glass to an opaque material. For both experiments roughly 3 \, \mu m gaps were successfully welded with borosilicate glass and fused silica.

A theory describing the mechanisms by which a flow of melt can bridge the interfaces has been proposed as an explanation for these observations. This indicates the importance of choosing appropriate focal position and incident power for bridging gaps. This proposed process requires thermal accumulation to create a HAZ around, and ahead of, the plasma affected region. This restricts the minimum repetition rate of the laser (in fused silica to typically $\sim 200$-$400 \, kHz$) to allow for thermal accumulation but not the maximum repetition rate. It should also be noted that fs lasers will generate the same HAZ/plasma regions and hence should be able to take advantage of the same processes. The results are highly significant for ultrashort pulsed laser welding as they significantly relax the requirement for surface preparation and fit-up between parts, which are otherwise prejudicial to the industrial implementation of this otherwise attractive joining process.
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